The Latest Publications
by Renniks
Renniks Australian Coin & Banknote Values
28th Edition
This comprehensive guide to Australian Coins &
Banknote Values contains over 2800 photographs, and
thousands of valuations. This book is a must for all
collectors, whether you are an advanced collector or a
beginner. Latest information compiled on computer
databases ensures up to date accuracy of pricing. Quality
reproduction of photos makes it easy to identify items.
Hardcover:
RRP $49.95
Softcover:
RRP $39.95
(Code: RACBV28)
Available from December 2017

Renniks Australian Pre-Decimal Coin
Varieties
3rd Edition
The latest edition in 'Australian Pre-Decimal Coin
Varieties' is now available! Compiled, written and
researched by popular Coin and Banknote Magazine
contributor, Ian McConnelly, this book is a "must have"
for all Australian Pre-Decimal variety collectors.
Softcover:
RRP $34.95
(Code: RAPDCV3)

Renniks Australian Pre-Decimal & Decimal
Coin Errors
1st Edition
Compiled, written & researched by popular Coin &
Banknote Magazine contributor, Ian McConnelly, this
book is a “must have” for all Australian error coin
collectors. 168 pages, full colour.
Softcover:
RRP $34.95
(Code: RACEB)

Renniks Australian & New Zealand Token Values
1st Edition
A crucial part of Australia's currency history, and genuine
artefacts of our colonial heritage, tokens were issued by
businesses during the 19th century to compensate for a lack of
small change for everyday transactions. An extremely varied
series, encompassing a broad array of fascinating types
distinguished by a plethora of different designs, the field of
Traders Tokens has carved out an increasingly strong following
over the years. Providing a sweeping overview of this important
area of Australian numismatics, Renniks new Australian & New
Zealand Tokens Values is simply a must-have for any token
collector – and, indeed, anyone with an interest in Australian
history. An impressive hardback publication, featuring a fantastic
range of high quality photographs, the most important aspect of
this vital reference is that the rarity AND the market values of
every token have been completely revised. A compulsory
element of every numismatic library, Renniks new Australian &
New Zealand Tokens Values represents excellent value-formoney!
Hardcover:
RRP $39.95
(Code: RATV)

